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Vacuum Forming Bubble Canopies

I had access to a vacuum pump (which turned out to be too small) and also a complete ignorance of the problems involved. I had never attempted anything like ... 
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\)ble By Glen L. Breitspecher, EAA 35503 18415—2nd Ave., S., Seattle, Wash.



The finished T-18 canopy, as it comes from the mold, still requires trimming off of the flange area and the blunt end at the front. In addition to the clear plexiglas, the canopy can also be produced with a green or grey tint.



C4~T)ILL, I'd like to try vacuum-forming a new canopy -D for you!" This simple statement was made by yours truly many months ago. If I knew then what I learned since, I would have kept my big mouth shut. But I didn't, in Seattle, had his T-18 just about ready to fly, and was



this equipment was not available, I had to design and build my own. My first problem was in making a mold. A mold is essential in forming a T-18 canopy that will conform to the drawings. The design is beautiful — flat on top and curving down the sides for maximum head room and minimum frontal area. This is great! However, the design also makes



trying to free-blow a canopy. On his third try, he achieved a bubble but was not too happy with it. Enter me and my



the canopy extremely difficult to make in one piece. Vacuum-forming the canopy into a female mold seemed the



big mouth!



only answer.



so here's what happened. William R. Johnson, the president of Chapter 26 here



My only qualification for this project was the fact that



I had access to a vacuum pump (which turned out to be too small) and also a complete ignorance of the problems involved. I had never attempted anything like this before. I had a vague idea of how the pressure differential, or vacuum process worked. A vacuum-forming system consists of three main parts: One, the oven for heating the plexiglas sheet; two, the vacuum box and, in the case of T-18 canopies, a female mold; and three, the vacuum system, consisting of a vacuum pump and vacuum storage tanks. As 46
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I began by making a plaster plug, or male mold. Three months and 400 Ibs. of casting plaster later, the plug was complete. It was an exact copy of the T-18 canopy, frequently referred to by my kids as "Moby Dick, the Great White Whale." The plug was then painted with several coats of auto primer-surfacer and sanded until it was as smooth as



glass. The plug was then given 12 coats of wax. The fiberglas female mold was my next problem. I sprayed the plug with three fog coats of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) as the final parting agent. At this point I enlisted the aid of my



father, who t h e n became an unsuspecting partner in this venture. Next came the fiberglas application, which was a new experience for both of us. We sprayed on two coats of Dion isophalic polyester high-heat distortion laminating resin as a mold liner. After this cured, a hand lay-up of three layers of glass cloth and mat (two layers of cloth and one m a t ) followed. Due to our using the wrong percentage of MKK peroxide hardener, all of this fiberglas work was a soggy, sloppy, sticky mess — it didn't cure! Experience is a good teacher, and our second try was a success. Before removing the mold from the plug, we laminated :l i in. plywood stiffcner ribs on the back of the mold to hold it rigid. Then the time came to remove the mold from the plug. "This should be easy," I thought, but it wouldn't come off. We tried everything from water pressure to a few well-chosen words, and still nothing happened. At last, old "Moby Dick" had to go. What had taken three long months to build took three hours to chip out with a hammer and chisel. All that was left of the plug was a big pile of plaster. Our efforts were worthwhile, however, because the mold turned out extremely well. The next job facing us was the vacuum box. This box was constructed of :l t in. plywood and 2 x 4 in. U-shaped frames spaced about eight inches on center inside the box. All joints were dadoed and sealed with Dow-Corning 780 Neoprene sealant. The top of the box was completed by laminating :! i in. plywood to the back of the flange around the mold, and then installing the mold in the vacuum box. The box dimensions are four feet wide, six feet long, and two feet deep, and it weighed about 500 Ibs. We now had a problem of how to move this beast around and how to use it. I devised a very simple A-frame and spindle for each end. connected the two frames underneath the box. and mounted this contraption on casters. We now could move the box around and swivel the vacuum box and mold on its side. The reason for this will become evident later. Now, to tackle building an oven! I had never even seen a vertical oven when I started designing and building mine, but darned if it didn't turn out to look and work strangely like a commercial oven I saw after mine was completed. My oven is six feet high, two feet wide, and eight feet long. It is made of •"'« in. plywood, and lined with ordinary housing-type fiberglas insulation and covered with heavy-duty a l u m i n u m foil. My heat source is two old oven heating elements I scrounged from a junk yard.



These elements are installed in the floor of the oven, offset to one side, and baffled by a sheet of .040 in. aluminum scrap. I also devised a very inexpensive monorail and clamping system for getting the 3/16 in. by four foot bysix foot wide plexiglas sheet in and out of the oven — one piece of a l u m i n u m extrusion, several large washers, two pieces of '4 in. bolt stock, a handful of nuts, some a l u m i n u m strap stock, and four spring clamps. A lot of j u n k , and it doesn't look professional, but it works — and for a cost of about $30.00! About this time. I had just about constructed myself out of any space left to work. I b u i l t all of t h i s e q u i p m e n t



on the patio and in the carport, and my long-suffering wife f i n a l l y blew her stack and said: "Get t h a t j u n k out of here!" So. like any red-blooded man, I got the "junk" out of there. I descended upon my now-suspecting father who had a nice empty garage. After t r a n s p o r t i n g all t h i s equipment and assembling it again in my father's shop, we were ready to assemble our last major item — t h e v a c u u m system. The basic components of a v a c u u m system are the vacuum pump and a vacuum storage t a n k . The v a c u u m pump was easy. My father is a refrigeration engineer, so he made a p u m p from an old refrigeration u n i t . For our vacuum storage, I scrounged up four old hot w a t e r tanks, sealed them up. manifolded them together with plastic pipe, and connected them to the vacuum box. At last, we were ready to make canopies, or so we thought! Up to this point I had had very few major problems, just a lot of "blood, sweat, and hard work.'' Now the "tears" are about to flow. The testing began in earnest. We fired up the oven first, and it worked! The only problem was that we had 500 degrees F. at the top and 150 degrees F. at the bottom. A heat dome was forming al the top preventing n a t ural convection. The problem was solved by i n s t a l l i n g a blower fan near the top and next to the door in one end, and removing the a l u m i n u m foil on the floor, allowing the fiberglas to soak up and hold heat near the floor. The temperatures stabilized. The next problem arose when we tried to heat our first sheet of plexiglas. We hung the sheet in the oven, raised the temperature to 340 degrees F., just like the Plexiglas Forming Manual said, and waited. In a few m i n utes we could smell the plexiglas "gassing-off." This was normal. But, a few minutes later I heard a m u f f l e d t h u d . I opened the door, and there, in a big bla/.ing glop on the oven floor, was our expensive sheet of plcxiglas! Our first hanging system was a failure. I sure wish I had a movie of the two of us both trying to gel through that small oven door at the same time to put the fire o u t ! Needless to say, that sheet was ruined! After changing our hanging system, we were ready to try again. We hooked up the vacuum box to the vacuumstorage tanks, swiveled the box on its side, and lined it up in front of the oven. We were all set to make a canopy! Into the oven went the new sheet. Temperature and time were the same as before (340 degrees F. for 18 ruin.). We opened the oven door and breathed a sign — it was s t i l l there. But, man, was it ever hot and floppy! We pulled the sheet out, lined it up with the mold, raised the retain ing ring into position, dogged it down with toggle clamps, swiveled the vacuum box back to horizontal, and opened the valve to the vacuum-storage tanks. The plexiglas started down into the cavity, but about half way it tore right across the sheet. The material was too hot! Chalk another one up to experience. Next payday we were ready to try again. New sheet,



The vacuum system includes a battery of 11 storage tanks in the background, and the vacuum pump.



same steps as before, but with a reduction in oven tem(Contrnued on next page) SPORT AVIATION
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Vacuum Forming Bubble Canopies . . . (Continued from preceding page)



The vertical oven is al the left, and the mold and vacuum box in the vertical position are at the right. The form



for making T-18 windshields is at the left on the floor.



The mold and vacuum box in the horizontal position gives a good indication of its size. The dog clamps around the box hold the retaining ring down on the heated plexiglas.



The "bone yard" consists of ten expensive but ruined sheets of plexiglas. 48
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perature. This time the plexiglas didn't tear; it just pulled out from under our clamps and slumped down into the mold. We discovered two problems that day. One, our clamping system was no good; and two, we were getting "mark-off" on the sheet from the dry mold. For those who do not know what "mark-off" is, let me explain. "Markoff" simply means that any tiny particle of dust, dirt, hair, or fuzz that comes in contact with the hot plexiglas leaves a mark! The clamping problem could be solved, but we had to lick the "mark-off" problem or admit defeat. We started experimenting with different methods, from talc powder to flannel, to find a suitable mold lining. Nothing worked until we tried a special polybutene grease. This was the answer! We could now pull the hot plexiglas completely into the mold and still produce an optically good part. Having overcome "mark-off", we were still plagued with our clamping problems. During the time of developing the grease-forming technique, we were still losing sheets one after another! Did you ever see two grown men cry? The picture of our "bone yard" will attest to our tears and also the high cost of "Research and Development." After many tries and many failures, we finally found a clamping system that worked. We could consistently pull the sheet down without it tearing or pulling out. Our only other problem was that we could not hold the sheet down in the mold. We still did not have enough vacuum capacity. We started out with four tanks for vacuum storage and ended up with eleven! Finally, with enough vacuum, we could hold the part in the mold while it cooled to below forming temperature. Before I throw any more figures at you, let me say this: My time and temperature figures vary from published ones because my equipment is different. Most published values are based upon using commercial equipment. Everything I arrived at was with homebuilt equipment and by trial and error. Anybody else crazy enough to attempt a project like this will have to do the same. A typical run goes like this: Pull a vacuum (30 in. mercury) on the vacuum-storage tanks; pre-heat the oven to 400 degrees F.; hang the plexiglas sheet on the monorail; slide the sheet into the oven and leave it at 320 degrees F. for 15 minutes. Meanwhile, the forming grease in the mold is being heated by a battery of heat lamps to approximately 150 degrees F. We next swivel the mold/ vacuum box on its side, open the retaining ring, slide the plexiglas out of the oven, bring the retaining ring into place and clamp it down, swivel the box back to horizontal, and open the valve to the vacuum. Approximately ten seconds later, the part is completed. The plexiglas must be held by vacuum until it cools below 275 degrees F. (minimum forming temperature). The part must then cool slowly, so it is left in the mold for 30 minutes. The clamping pressure must be relieved to allow for shrinkage as the part cools. After the part is removed from the mold, the grease is cleaned off with kerosene. Presto! — one T-18 canopy! Simple, isn't it? We fitted the first acceptable canopy to Bob Hammer's T-18. We had just finished rough-trimming the part and had it setting on the airplane for the first time, when Bob's wife came into the garage. She said, with a big smile: "Now it looks like an airplane!" The deep sense of satisfaction I got that day from seeing the results of our efforts so obviously appreciated by someone else made the whole long project seem very worthwhile. ®
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Vacuum Cleaner 
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